Finally, We Entered the Era Shoot and Kill Climate Victims. 2016/04/11,12
Amid Climate-Fueled Food Crisis, Filipino Forces Open Fire on Starving Farmers
http://www.commondreams.org/news/2016/04/04/amid-climate-fueled-food-crisis-filipino-forcesopen-fire-starving-farmers

Police and army forces in the Philippines unleashed bullets on a starving crowd,
killing 10, for demonstrating for drought relief

......................................................
"This is not a distant reality to anywhere in the world," Repollo wrote to Common
Dreams, "unless we change the system that feeds [on] hunger, injustices, and climate
catastrophe."
[１]:Not it’s too late,but nothing substantial effective countermeasure !!.
⑴the Over View:
In fact,victims by worsened climate has been increasing on in the world,however they has
been still minor ,who can not be enough to change the global oil regime.Then also the major
had noticed recent year’s climate becoming wild,however also even such who can not be
enough to change the global oil regime.Extravagant major they can not imagine the world
without oil.They especially in advance nations has been too accustomed for massive oil
consumption civilization.Denying the civilization is also denying their life way.Above all,once
they looked massive the others,who seem entirely no problem without climate
countermeasure.The world will not be changed toward tackling against climate crisis.Now
the major world people substantially has been paralyzing on even with facing deadly climate
crisis which would lead the world toward climate hell one by global extinction.
⑵Now climate scientists society has substantially been desperate silent on deadly
climate,major of who had recognized it’s too late.
But it is terrible wrong.Their desperate is due to climate positive feedback such as Arctic
warming leading to methane catastrophe(global extinction).Positive Feedback is” ice melt
is to cause more sun heat into Arctic ocean which accelerate more ice melt toward the sea fl
or warming, which is to cause massive methane eruption at last.Certainly now we had been
destined to global extinction by methane catastrophe.However there is a supreme method
of intercepting the vicious feedback.It is called Arctic Cooling Engineering.
We are not too late.
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2015/03/save-the-arctic-sea-ice-while-we-still-can.html

⑶We had already gotten also certified non carbon energy technology.
It is also certain and pity fact that we can not decrease CO2 emission,but the reality has
been increasing CO2 emission even by 20 years long international negotiation efforts.
However it is due not to technological absent,but policy absent.
Stanford Engineers’ Plan To Convert U.S. To 100% Clean Energy !
https://www.popularresistance.org/stanford-engineers-plan-to-convert-u-s-to-100-clean-energy/

Europe Moving Towards 100 percent Renewable Energy
http://www.thegreenmarketoracle.com/2015/04/europe-moving-towards-100-percent.html

[２]:The Global Synchronized Paralyzing for the Deadly Climate Crisis
Has Been Conspiring and Operating On by the Oil Emperor.Why Leaders &
people are selfish,greedy but entirely incompetent for the problem ??.
⑴IPCC the injustice manipulated by the oil merchant.
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html
http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pdf

⑵The oil merchant EXXON-MOBIL's outrageous climate crimes in the past.
ExxonMobil Faces Heightened Risk of Climate Litigation, Its Critics Say
Advocates explore holding the company accountable after new evidence shows it's long
understood that global warming threatened its business and the planet.
By Bob Simison, InsideClimate News Sep 30, 2015
http://insideclimatenews.org/news/23092015/ExxonMobil-May-Face-Heightened-Climate-Litigati
on-Its-Critics-Say?utm_source=climatenexus&utm_medium=referral

⑶Exxon knew four decades ago about CO2
Neela Banerjee of InsideClimate News talks about her investigation into Exxon and how the
company's scientists knew since the 1970s about the damage fossil fuels were causing to the
climate. Banerjee also discusses how the company funded groups dedicated ... more
http://www.msnbc.com/greenhouse/watch/exxon-knew-four-decades-ago-about-co2-536557123
707?utm_source=climatenexus&utm_medium=referral

⑷True small story of The Climate now becoming terribly stupid,but terrific !!.
Once upon a time America,there was an oil merchant,who sold and sold oil to accomplish his
monopoly in America with motorization at that time.Soon he had become emperor,not only for
America,but the world.Now he had win unprecedented power against the world. in mankind
history,from behind,by his outrageous wealth power,he has been ruling negotiating
organizations as governments,united nation,many international private organization,and
violence organization military industry complex with CIA.

However he did a fatal mistake so called climate change due to massive oil consumption.
In1980,his research laboratory noticed the fact and they insidiously decided to hide.However
such big event could not hide by any means in the actuality.The problem is outrageously too
terrific as mankind extinction,as for which once again they had made deadly decision to
hide.As the consequence,insidious global climate hiding operation begun to go on.
The terrific influence at now had refered to mass media,education and research institutions,and
the business and political-administration societies in every fields the world wide.
In fact,effective climate mending needs global regime conversion from business as usual.
Revolution is more terrible than defeating war.This is nothing,but mad rulers mind at now.
http://www.777true.net/It-is-us-who-are-on-the-GermanWings-Airbus-A320-whose-door-is-firmly-locked.pdf

http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf

[３]:Political Party Platform for Climate Salvation a trial version.
Why Leaders & people are selfish,greedy but entirely incompetent for the problem ??.
Such ways,no salvation would be.A revolution is emergent in minds and actions.
⑴The Panama Paper revealed rulers the wealthy are egocentric,but not love people.
THE PANAMA PAPERS Politicians, Criminals and the Rogue Industry That Hides Their Cash.
https://panamapapers.icij.org/

Rothschild Humiliates Obama, Reveals That "America Is The Biggest Tax Haven In
The World" Tyler Durden's pictureSubmitted by Tyler Durden on 04/06/2016 19:45 -0400
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-04-05/rotschild-admits-america-biggest-tax-haven-worldobama-slams-tax-evasion

Method of tax evasion of wealthy and big coorporate(Japanese2015/09/10 ).
http://editor.fem.jp/blog/?p=732

No2 tax evasioner Japanese wealthy & big coorporates(Japanese2015/09/07).
http://editor.fem.jp/blog/?p=675

"The World's 'Humblest' President".
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jos%C3%A9_Mujica
https://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E3%83%9B%E3%82%BB%E3%83%BB%E3%83%A0%E3%83%92%E3%82%AB

The capitalism with both money and climate hiding collapse<[２]> are a cobody.
This scandal revealed deadly collapse of global wealthy the rulers,so it must be turned to
global political revolution.The wealthiest is Rockefeller the oil emperor in USA.
They fear “Revolution is more terrible than defeating war...F.Konoe,Japan emperor
family at that war time”.
Then note that our defeating at now is entirely due to our inner betrayals !!!.
http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Nothing-Betrayals-could-Turn-the-Upside-Down-World.pdf

⑵Global Democrats Party the Platform a trial version.
Our party’s fundamental ideology are liberty,co-living and responsibility for
coming future.We shall realize liberal society of respecting human right by transparent
rule of justice,equality and liberty.We shall realize co-living society of supporting with each
other by justice,truth without excluding anyone.We shall realize society of responsibility for
coming future generations.

Our Position.
Our party takes position in workers,consumers,tax payers the livingers.We take respon
sibility for coming future generations by facing climate change reality,by disclosing facts
and truths,by fighting with structural collapse of established powers.Our party is
revolutional one with nation people.

Our Purpose.
1:We respect the constitutional law due to democracy.
We shall decisively respect the constitutional law based on democracy with domination by
nation people,respecting fundamental human right,and peace-ism

2:Creating Co-Living Society.
We shall create co-living society by all joining with respecting each individuality and ability,
by growing autonomy with cooperating between each organizations(district autonomy,
school,NPO,....) .We take position with people the weak.

3:Responsibility for Future by Facing Climate Change Reality.
For future generations,we face climate change reality and promote domestic and
international basic revolution.We shall change debt dependency in nation budget and
promote taxation to wealthy with saving and realizing high expenditure efficiency for target
projects.We promote creative autonomy in each region. By accelerating new energy
development,and massive implementation,we shall accomplish responsibility for future.

4:Create Food& New Energy by Strong Investment and Establish Saving
Basic Livelihood for All Nation People in Coming Wild Climate World.
We recognize highest priority of climate change and make emergent effective
countermeasure for it by leading the tactics with global cooperation. In climate mending,
reduction of carbon fuel＝massive transition to new energy,saving food production &
distribution,and emergent geo-engineering implementation are necessary.It’s necessary
to establish climate war time regime as cooperating battle line between public and nonpublic by global man power calling ,by R&D in planed economy and the implementation
by agreement between government and NGO.

Disclosing planed economy and the implementation by agreement between public and
non-public is inevitable. We shall call for establishing R&D institution on planed economy
(econometric method) and make emergent structural change of economy regime.
By recruiting global economists,we strongly lead to establish and implement one nation
model toward accelerating global cooperation and emergent global popularization.
In this operation,we must implement it in order to save employment & minimum livelihood of nation people by the highest priority strategy. While nation people must
recognize inconvenient climate fact with endurance in regime transition.This is nothing,but
also your decisive responsibility for future generations.

5:Revive Earth with dedicating international society by peace keeping op.
We shall persist realism for mankind surviving condition＝Tackling Climate Change as
peace keeping cooperation in international security relations.By calling global massive
person ability to international session ,we shall disclose and announce both the deadly
facts of false flag wars since the 9/11 and deadly climate reality now going worse
on.At first we shall execute emergent total truce of regional wars in the world.At the
same time,we shall declare global climate wartime toward the global regime change.
In the international order of UN,and multi-international relations ,we shall establish military
peace at first and at the same time,we shall demonstrate one nation model of climate
wartime regime design and the implementation,By which,we try to accelerate the
emergent global polularization.

The party logo mark.

Logo mark of the party without climate mending.

Author express his condolence to the 10 Filipino victims.
We must pledge not to waste their devotion.

Reference:
Behind Obama government who,in actuality,has been allowing for developing new
type nuclear bomb,there has been a haughty warlike group who believe they can
defeat Russia and China by the one strike(Japanese).
http://plaza.rakuten.co.jp/condor33/diary/201604110000/
.............................;
If current situation would be prolonged,world war the 3rd by total nuclear one may be highly
possible,because they*) may take strategy to vanish evident validity of climate collapse
and the deadly responsibility for people by the war,and at the same time,to generate
nuclear winter to intercept global warming.
It is called operation EndGame,and is told that few elite would try to survive after nuclear
war earth by high tech method in deep underground.
*)

:The American wealthy ruler with CIA-Military-Oil industry Complex,They are reincarnated

NAZIS.Now they has been enforcing climate change by destroying climate countermeasure.
Note the Republican in USA are almost climate denyers the haughty against climate fact..

Thus both climate worsened and regional wars worsened a co-body for them.It is operation
EndGame the final survival game.

